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Goals of feedback
○ Feedback toward revision or future iterative assignments
○ Explaining the assignment grade
Challenges & Benefits
○ Lack of time/focus
○ Ability to provide quality feedback more efficiently
○ Providing grades more quickly (for online quizzes & tests)
○ Can copy/paste similar critiques
○ Can record one video explaining the problem(s) that most students had in greater
detail
Options:
○ Rubrics
○ Using an iPad/Apple Pencil
○ Recording video feedback
○ Using screensharing on Zoom
○ Using Moodle (?)
What worked for you?
○ Mark: recording audio as you read the paper, encourage students to follow along.
Able to provide more detailed comments this way, can easily attach to an email.
Used the free program Audacity
○ Mindy: audio especially useful for language classes to replicate corrections,
students often take it better than a written comment
○ Sandy: using Google Docs to help students see edits and comments, also used a
paper rubric then scanned it using Scannable (app), and you can email directly
from the app
○ Mindy: you can put rubrics into Moodle and access them, but it has to exist and
be saved in the course and then you can pull it into specific assignments
○ George & Miki: using Moodle for exams--can download students’ exams (as
Word documents), convert into PDF, can grade (including a rubric if you want),
then re-upload to Moodle
○ Mark: can record a video walking through a student’s A paper (with their
permission) to explain why it’s an excellent paper
○ Mary Yetta: do you know if anyone has worked with online content from a
publisher? In languages, they sent out free access codes to the students.
Feedback to students was great and easy
○ Jim: Notability is an iPad app that allows notating a pdf in "real time" with voice
notes. You can underline something and talk about why. Saved as a pdf that
students can look at and listen to your comments.
■ Lisa recommends spending the $8.99 for the many features of that app.
What are you still seeking solutions for?

○

How the heck does Moodle work when it comes to grading?! Can we maybe get
some Moodle workshops over the summer?

